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America Threatens Russia:  US-NATO Forces “Moving from a Training to a War Fighting
Stance”

By Christopher Black, May 13 2016

In a report published in the American journal, National Security News, on May 9th, the day of
the celebration of the victory of Soviet and allied forces over the fascist forces in 1945, it
was stated that, “in terms of…

Australia: Terror and the ‘Islamic State’ Arrests

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, May 13 2016

Terror  is  very  much  an  induced  state  of  mind.   It  compresses  realities  while  inflating
fantasies.  States and regimes administer such inducements in moderate doses to keep the
hounded citizenry on their  toes.   Sometimes,  they become absurdly  generous,  usually
around the…

Why Sanders Continues Campaigning. Clinton Could be Indicted in Relation to her State
Department Emails…

By Eric Zuesse, May 13 2016

There are two realistic scenarios for Bernie Sanders to win the U.S. Presidency. One depends
upon his receiving the Democratic Party’s nomination. The other doesn’t,  but both are
realistic. HE STILL MIGHT WIN THE DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONHe still can win…

Deep History and the Global Drug Connection, Enter Al-Qaeda

By Prof Peter Dale Scott, May 13 2016

Professor Peter Dale Scott sees what the rest of us miss. His decades-long investigation of
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the connections between the hugely lucrative and unstoppable global drug trade and the
national security apparatus is unparalleled. The details are also highly complex and…

Eleven Signs That the U.S. Economy Is Rapidly Deteriorating Even as The Stock Market
Soars

By Michael Snyder, May 13 2016

We have seen this story before, and it never ends well.  From mid-March until early May
2008, a vigorous stock market rally convinced many investors that the market turmoil of
late 2007 and early 2008 was over and that happy…

White Helmets NGO: A “Rescue and Assist” Operation under Guise of Human Rights

By Brandon Turbeville, May 13 2016

With  the  recent  events  surrounding  hospital  bombings  (real  and  imagined)  in  Aleppo,
growing attention is  now being paid  to  the “human rights  NGO” known as  the White
Helmets, a supposed Syrian organization that focuses on rescuing and providing medical
care…
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